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COVER PHOTO 
Stacey Glendinning at Slipway 

 
Harbour Capital Car Club Clubnight 

First Wednesday of the month Fireman's Arms, 313 Jackson Street 
(North End of Jackson Street, just South of Cuba St intersection) Petone 

 

Committee Meeting 3rd Wednesday of the month, Fireman's Arms, 313 Jackson St 
Petone, 7:30 pm. Note:— Anyone is welcome to attend committee meetings. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Wheelspin is the official magazine of the Harbour Capital Car Club, PO Box 4102, Wellington.   
Opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the Club or Committee. 
To other Car Club Editors:     While we do not object to other magazines using articles or 
material from our Wheelspin, we do appreciate recognition of the source of said material. 
Originals are usually available on request. 

 
DEADLINE 

The Deadline for Wheelspin articles is the 20th of the month approx. 
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Presidential April foolishness. 
 
We’re back into busy season again, thank goodness. 
 
The Pulsar got a first outing of the year at the warm but very windy Silverstream 
Motorkhana (Clubsport Nationals practice) on February 28th.  I had a great day 
thrashing the car around the paddock, and also taking some time out to teach 
handbrake turns to new folk before the event started. 
 
Sarah Hinder showed great promise in Jacob’s Supra.  She definitely got the handle on 
the “give it some welly to spin it around” in a hurry.  Not bad going in a car that was 
approximately as long as one of the paddocks. 
 
I guess I probably don’t need to tell you that Neil won the event in the City?  But I’ll tell 
you anyway.  To my great surprise I was a mere 6 seconds behind him, in second 
place.  The Pulsar has a wonderful handbrake, which changes it from a decidedly big 
car, to a relatively nimble one.  Webster followed behind in third in Darth Vader the 
black Barina (results show Starlet, but it was the Barina).  Graham Heath was fifth in his 
Pulsar, and Al Groves sixth in the Detomato. 
 
This boded well for the Clubsport Nationals, with the Harbour Capital team that was 
heading down to Blenheim was Neil, Graham, and Al. 
 
You’ll be reading it elsewhere, but congratulations on our team.  Neil is now NZ 
Motorkhana Champion, and the rest of the team came through with great results from a 
very slippery event!   Rain and grass makes for a few traction issues as you can 
imagine. 
 
I wasn’t entering Mt Vic hillclimb this year, as I reckon I need about another 100hp to 
make it worthwhile!  Plus currently I have only a pair of good sticky tyres at the moment, 
which would be a little too exciting at the dipper. 
 
Jody asked me to scrutineer, so I was still at the event, and had fun watching for the 
morning.  I managed to take a photo or two from the dipper as well. 
 
While I didn’t stick around for long enough to catch some of the more interesting antics, 
it was still good viewing.  After I left Pete did a 360 spin through the dipper, and a Chev 
powered Jag managed to throw it at the scenery.  Unfortunately Dan put Adrian’s 
Integra off in a very significant manner, and the Integra is no longer.  He tried to cut a 
branch off a tree using the roof of the car, and it turns out that trees are stronger than 
roll cages. 



 
There were some great results from the Harbour Capital crew, with Webster taking out 
fourth overall, Scott Newlands brought the Integra home seventh overall and won his 
class, Loren was hot on his heels in the dark blue Sti, Brent Sellens 11th (second in 
class), Adrian 17th (third in class), Pete 19th (third in class). 
 
Tim Steeneken brought the right car for the day, running the MR2 with the t-tops off on 
what became an incredibly warm day.  Warwick’s Sierra “Saphire” Cosworth is now 
looking very much like a race car with his new white and blue colour scheme.  The 
usual grey power Pulsar race was very close, with Dick three tenths of a second quicker 
than Shane.  Roger and Jacob Lyon battled it out in the Starlet, with Lyon senior 
managing to sneak ahead by four tenths of a second.  Ben Watson (Mr Slipway) was 
drifting a borrowed Skyline with a ridiculous amount of power, and clearly wasn’t 
running for results.  But he did leave a pair of tyre marks up almost the entire course.  
Good show Ben! 
 
 
Mt Vic was closely followed by the www.photoworks.co.nz Autocross Challenge at 
Slipway.  Now also brought to you by Neil’s Wheels, as Neil is sponsoring trophies for a 
class battle that we weren’t running in 2009. 
 
The first round of a series is always a bit of a nail biter, as you’re never quite sure how 
many people will show up, plus of course as an organiser you’re wondering what 
incredibly crucial things you might have forgot about from the previous year! 
 
Well, we didn’t need to worry about numbers.  44 mad enthusiasts showed up to play.  
They really truly were indeed a mad bunch. 
 
The weather (for a change) was absolutely brilliant, which meant we got through the 
entire supply of soft drinks (unlike last year!), as well as a huge amount of sausages, 
and all the baking that Stacey brought along too.  Apparently a hot day brings out the 
hungry too. 
 
I almost don’t know where to start on writing up this event.  There was a ton of 
excitement.  Webster killed a CV in the Starlet, Alex Baker (HVMC) ran a bearing in her 
FXGT, Victor (HVMC) stuck the FXGT into the tyre.  Glenn (HVMC) stuck the Prelude 
into the tyre.  Ben (HCCC) smacked his Legacy backside into the tyres.  Brad (Kapiti) 
popped a guard off the Lotus replica.  More cars than I care to remember chose to run 
over the finish cone and flag. 
 
We now really need a new chequered flag.  Our one is not at all well. 
 
So I guess that’s all the bad stuff out of the way …  however, the actual amount of 
damage to vehicles was fortunately very low, as if you hit the tyre walls in the right 
places they are quite soft. 
 
www.motorsportcentral.co.nz have a good selection of photo’s and some video’s 
available on their site, along with a write up of the event. 
 
Now on to the good stuff.  Albaru took out a clear win, with a stunning run in his Sti, 
proving again that a clean and well thought out run is a great way to get a good result. 
 
Brad followed in second place in the ultralight Lotus replica (Leitch), with PC third.  So 
first, second, and third were one car from each of the three classes! 
 
Fourth through sixth saw the same class mix again, Graham in the trusty Pulsar, Sean 
in the stunningly immaculate Silvia, and Ben Watson proving that he can drive for 
results (not just putting down lots of tyre marks on Mt Vic) bringing his Sti home in sixth. 



 
Stacey was a tidy but aggressive seventh place, which is a remarkable result from such 
an unmodified car.  She was clearly putting in a very well thought out drive, and looked 
like she was going to be fast all day. 
 
Brian in the Roadrat, Neil Tapp in the FXGT, then myself in my MX5 followed through to 
tenth place.  HCCC has showed some very strong support for this event, with nine of 
the top ten being HCCC. 
 
Richard Kelly was out for his first run at the series in his Lotus replica, and managed to 
put in three runs before he had to sneak away to go to work.  Luke Kelly (no relation) 
was out again in his absolutely pristine Civic, and is looking forward to getting out on the 
racetrack.  Being almost an Integra Type R in disguise it should go very nicely in the 
Road and Track series. 
 
Ben Jones’ Subaru is a remarkable sounding bit of machinery, as it’s a boxer six 
cylinder rather than the traditional boxer four.  As a result when he does a (full noise) 
launch off the line it doesn’t make the usual drum roll exhaust noise, it actually sounds 
more like somebody sexually assaulting a BMW in a dark alleyway.  He appears to be in 
denial that he’s driving an enormously long station wagon, and is convinced that really it 
is only the size of a Starlet. 
 
Dick Butters edged home just ahead of his son (in a SERIOUSLY leaning FXGT), and 
grandson in the same FXGT.  Nothing like three generations fighting it out at a sporting 
event.  Certainly not many sports can claim that. 
 
Roger will be pleased with sixth in class in the mighty 4k powered Starlet, and he didn’t 
half roll the car this time either. 
 
Webster featured surprisingly low in the listings, as he had to jump into a borrowed 
Prelude following mechanical failure in the Starlet. 
 
Stephen was driving his six cylinder Falcon with huge enthusiasm, and even huger 
clouds of tyre smoke pouring out at every corner.  I gave him the “WTF” award at Port 
Road, and I think he gets a double “WTF” award for running such a big looking car on 
such a small looking course as Slipway.  However as he points out, the Falcon is 
probably actually smaller than the Legacy wagons (I’m sure that won’t discourage Ben 
though). 
 
I’m really looking forward to the second round of this series on May 9th now.  I’d say 
we’re in for a thoroughly exciting day. 
 
Coming up we’ve got our first movie night of the year at MotorSport House on April 28th 
(fourth Wednesday of the month).  So if you’re keen on junk food, and the movie 
“American Graffiti” please join us there. 
 
If you’ve got any “nostalgia”, please talk to Aaron, as his better half Leela is working on 
an HCCC 40th anniversary booklet this year. 
 
The Motorsport NZ AGCM is coming up in May, and it looks like yours truly is standing 
for the Clubsport Commission.  So I’m starting my campaign of kissing hands and 
shaking babies to drum up some supporting votes from other car clubs. 
 
Levin is running Gladstone Road on April 18th. 
 
That’s more than enough out of me.  See you at an event somewhere! 
 
Leon 



Photoworks Autocross Round One March 21st 2010
Number and Driver Car Class Club Fastest Place 

Overall
Points Place 

Class
Points 
Class

24 Al Groves Impreza 4WD HCCC 00:54.91 1 40 1 40
77 Brad White Leitch ENOD Kapiti 00:55.91 2 39 1 40

19 Pete Collins Corolla EOD HCCC 00:56.64 3 38 1 40

6 Graham Heath Pulsar EOD HCCC 00:57.95 4 37 2 39

8 Sean Chia Silvia ENOD HCCC 00:58.01 5 36 2 39

25 Ben Watson Impreza 4WD HCCC 00:58.09 6 35 2 39

15 Stacey Glendinning Corolla EOD HCCC 00:59.01 7 34 3 38

5 Brian Worboys Roadrat EOD HCCC 00:59.05 8 33 4 37

26 Neil Tapp Corolla EOD HCCC 00:59.08 9 32 5 36

34 Leon Cast MX5 ENOD HCCC 00:59.44 10 31 3 38

13 Geoff Warren Legacy 4WD HVMC 01:00.13 11 30 3 38

27 Loren Brooks Impreza 4WD HCCC 01:00.49 12 29 4 37

30 Brendon Glendinning Corolla EOD HCCC 01:00.65 13 28 6 35

18 Sam Duncan Impreza 4WD HVMC 01:00.81 14 27 5 36
10 Viv Eden Legacy 4WD HVMC 01:01.00 15 26 6 35

3 Nick Kakouris Omega 4WD HVMC 01:01.27 16 25 7 34

7 Richard Kelly Lotus 7 ENOD HCCC 01:01.29 17 24 4 37

21 Mark Anstis Starlet ENOD WCC 01:01.68 18 23 5 36

23 Luke Kelly Civic EOD HCCC 01:02.01 19 22 7 34

11 Steve King Impreza 4WD MMC 01:02.79 20 21 8 33

22 Cathy Reid Charade EOD HVMC 01:02.83 21 20 8 33

35 Ben Jones Legacy 4WD HCCC 01:03.25 22 19 9 32

17 Dick Butters Pulsar EOD HCCC 01:03.32 23 18 9 32

20 Kerry Butters Corolla EOD HVMC 01:03.50 24 17 10 31

12 Roger Lyon Starlet ENOD HCCC 01:04.27 25 16 6 35

48 Victor Yuen Corolla EOD HVMC 01:04.38 26 15 11 30

36 Jared Mulender Legacy 4WD Dannevirke 01:04.63 27 14 10 31

123 Webster Gough Prelude EOD HCCC 01:04.79 28 13 12 29

2 Jacob Bond Supra ENOD HCCC 01:05.59 29 12 7 34

38 Craig Bartosh Capri ENOD HVMC 01:05.86 30 11 8 33

39 Matt Lauder Starlet ENOD Levin 01:05.86 31 10 9 32

9 Stephen Heise Falcon ENOD HCCC 01:05.89 32 9 10 31

28 Nick Turner MX5 ENOD HCCC 01:06.27 33 8 11 30

1 Jacob Evans-Scott Trueno EOD HCCC 01:06.99 34 7 13 28

16 Davey Uprichard 200SX ENOD HCCC 01:07.26 35 6 12 29

32 Glen Clemas Prelude EOD HVMC 01:07.59 36 5 14 27

31 Zed Butters Corolla EOD HVMC 01:08.01 37 4 15 26

14 Haydn Perkins Mirage EOD HCCC 01:08.66 38 3 16 25

29 Bryan Hunter 300ZX ENOD HVMC 01:08.92 39 2 13 28

50 Georgia Bartosh Capri ENOD HVMC 01:08.99 40 1 14 27

33 Alex Baker Corolla EOD HVMC 01:09.32 41 1 17 24

67 Murray O'Neil Evo 4WD WCC 01:09.99 42 1 11 30

42 Katrina Millman Prelude EOD HVMC 01:15.20 43 1 18 23

4 Rachael Wallis Legacy 4WD HVMC 01:15.77 44 1 12 29

Scrutineering: Aaron Tasker, Brendon Glendinning, Jake E-S, Al Groves

Helpers:  Cam Garthwaite, Aaron Tasker,  Neil Tapp, Chelles Roberts, Stacey Glendinning

ww indicates that the course was not completed correctly

* cone penalties are included in time recorded here  
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www.photoworks.co.nz Autocross Challenge 
Round One 2010 Wrap Up. 
 
It was a wonderful sunny day, and all the lunatics decided to play.  I think that’s about 
the best way to sum up the event from Sunday. 
 
An excellent turn out, with 44 people bringing along 600 brave pills, and perhaps 3 
senses of self preservation.  Most of the sausages got eaten, all of the baked goodies 
went, and all of the cold drinks too. 
 
Al Groves proved that his results last year weren’t a fluke as he set a stunning time a 
full second clear of his nearest rival in his last run of the day, so he takes out the full 40 
points for the Photoworks overall title, and 40 points towards the Neil’s Wheels Trophy 
for Jeep drivers (4wd).  Hot on his heels, and first in the rear skidders (engine not over 
driving wheels) was Brad White in his Leitch Lotus 7 replica, who tried for some weight 
reduction by leaving a rear guard behind on his last run.  Third overall, and first “Bum 
Dragger” (engine over driving wheels) was Pete Collins in the mighty FXGT. 
 
So, we certainly can’t complain that the course favoured any particular type of car, with 
three different classes taking out the first three places. 
 
There were some brilliant battles down the field, with the War of the Glendinnings being 
taken out by Stacey, who was first lady home in 7th overall, a number of places ahead of 
husband Brendon.  Apparently he now has to do the dishes for the next 12 months. 
 
The Butters battle was once again won by old age and treachery, in the shape of Dick, 
who managed to beat his son Kerry by 0.18 of a second.  Grandson Zed put in a good 
showing as well. 
 
Georgia Bartosh got within 3 seconds of Craig Bartosh in their day long battle in the 
Ford Capri “extra ventilation model”.  Craig was a worried looking man as Georgia 
improved her times by 28 seconds between her first and last runs. 
 
The “crazy” award would be about a 15 way draw.  What can we say.  Subaru wagon (6 
cylinder!) vs tyre wall.  Prelude vs tyre wall.  FXGT vs tyre wall. Subaru Omega on two 
wheels.  Half a dozen people vs our finish flag (looks very sad now!).  Starlet vs CV 
joint.  FXGT vs big end bearings.  Timing car alarm system vs timing crew’s hearing.  
Legacy helicopters.  Drift Evo?  Falcon!??!!!  More spins than a washing machine.  
That’s just the ones I can remember off the top of my head. 
 
Pics and Vids are appearing on the Seabright forum and also Motorsport Central 
http://seabrightmotorsport.co.nz/forum/viewtopic.php?t=487 
www.motorsportcentral.co.nz 
If you’re on Facebook, search for Harbour Capital Car Club and you’ll find us there too. 
 
Thanks to our many helpers, and sponsors- www.photoworks.co.nz and Neil’s Wheels 
 

The second round of the Photoworks Autocross Challenge is on May 9th 
Promoted by Harbour Capital Car Club www.hccc.org.nz 

Contact events@hccc.org.nz or 
Organisers: Andrew Thomson 0272-605-830, Leon Cast 027-6996-838 

Scrutineer: Aaron Tasker 0274-126-582 

Want to book Slipway Track yourself? contact Ben Watson 027-337-5620 

A newly married man asked his wife, 'Would you have married me if my father hadn't 
left me a fortune?'    
'Honey,' the woman replied sweetly, 'I'd have married you, NO MATTER WHO LEFT 
YOU A FORTUNE!'    



 
Some competitor comments from Round 1 Photoworks: 
I got there late in the day to pick up Webster & broken Starlet, but managed to video 
most of the last run. Unfortunately the camera I grabbed doesn't have a zoom & I only 
had it set to 720p 60fps, but can put onto a disc or stick if anyone is interested. 

Dave Wilce 
Thank you very much for the race day. I can't descript the fun I had. It was everything I 
wanted it to be and more!! 
 
I was grinning from ear to ear most of the day and couldn't believe such events happen 
in Wellington on a regular basic. 
 
It was wonderful how relaxed and friendly the people I spoke to were and how well 
everything was organised including the yummy muffins. 
 
I will definitely be there May 9th. Again thank you for a great day! 

Bryan Hunter 
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Need numbers, names or signage on your car?  

Tow, circuit breaker stickers and Race numbers to Motorsport NZ specs 
Give us a call on 04 977 9994 

Hi folks 
 
It's time to look forward to this year's car trials and ask for volunteers to organise them.  
The first event is less than 3 months away! 
  
I hope we can run at least the usual series of five night trials on the second Wednesday 
of each month from May to September.   
  
Pencil these dates in your diaries:  May 12, June 9, July 14, August 11, September 8. 
  
Team Gandy is running the first round, and the Conroy/Lakeman crew is organising the 
June event, so that's a great start.  The other three are still up for grabs. 
  
Please, if you want to organise an event, or help someone organise, or want someone 
to help you organise, or just find out more about what's involved, let me know 
(john.rapley@paradise.net.nz or phone 562 8356).  You don't necessarily need to have 
organised an event before - advice and guidance can be given.  And seeing a car trial 
from an organiser's perspective is a great way to sharpen up your trialling skills as a 
competitor. 
  
We could extend the series beyond five rounds, if enough willing organisers step 
forward ( I say this every year, but it never happens!). 
  
Organisers, please contact me ASAP - and say what month you prefer and your 
start/finish venue. 
  
And please tell your friends and clubmates about the series - we could always do with a 
few more entries.  I'm hoping that a few of you will come out of retirement this year and 
once again take to the streets! 
  



cheers, John 
  
FOR SALE 

RACEGEAR 

FLAMEPROOF UNDIES, long johns and skivvy, size large, $100 (worn once) 
Len Fisher 0274 390 308 

Trailer & Rally Car - Awesome package for $16500.00 ono! 
 

TRAILER- 
2008 TANDEM, New tyres, Hot-dipped, Braked TRAILER with tyre rack.. 
 
RALLY CAR- 
Class Winner 2008 North Island Championships 
2nd Overall 2008 North Island Championships 
Very reliable vehicle. 
 
1989 SUBARU LEGACY RS Rally Car has - 
WRX Motor 8 x OZ Racing rims 
Possum Link Excellent Modern Cage 
Quick Rack SPARES: door, Bonnet, boots, panels, 2x 

spare shells, engine, gearbox & electrical 
and mechanical parts 

Albins Gear Box Sill stands 
20kg viscous centre diff 50+ rally tyres (seconds- all usable, mostly 

Dunlop all 15” x 215)  
Plate front & rear LSDs AVGas storage tank 
4 Pot front brakes & 2 Pot rear brakes Ready to Rally or for Clubsport 
RacetechW Co-Driver’s seat  
 

 
 

 
Len Fisher 0274 390 308 

 
A man was sitting reading his papers when his wife hit him round the Head with a frying 
pan.  
'What was that for?' the man asked.  
The wife replied 'That was for the piece of paper with the name Jenny on it that I found 
in your pants pocket'.  
The man then said 'When I was at the races last week Jenny was the name of the horse 
I bet on'  
The wife apologized and went on with the housework.  
Three days later the man is watching TV when his wife bashes him on the head with an 
even bigger frying pan, knocking him unconscious.  
Upon re-gaining consciousness the man asked why she had hit again.  
Wife replied. 'Your horse phoned' 



Tappet chatter 
Just so you know: - We don’t miss much and we will print everything. We 
never let the truth get in the way of a good story and we will not be 
intimidated. We can however be bribed, but we can’t guarantee that it won’t 
be published anyway!  
 
Note: We trust our informants’ 100% and would never question their reliability! 

Quote from the November 1982 ~Wheelspin - Tappet Chatter 
Neil Roots seems to have surpassed Steve Budd and Keith Mason in the number of 
cars owned in one go.  Apparently he has seven in total, but true to form only one 
actually works. (30 years on and the count gets bigger!) 
 
Harbour Capital Car Club is now on facebook. So if you want to join the group, look us 
up and join up. 
 
New Members for 2009/10 
A big welcome to some new members who have joined the car club in 2010.  We hope to see 
you out at the upcoming events. 
 
Cameron Silvester Kieran McDermott Janine Manchester Haydn Perkins 
Jacob Boyd Sarah Hinder Matt Lauder Hayden Miles 
Jonny Fletcher Adam Turner Shayne Giles Roy Miles 
Cameron & Natasha Edmonds James & Kylie Wilde 

 

Wife :       'Do you want dinner?'    

Husband:       'Sure! What are my choices?'    

Wife:          'Yes or no.'  



This Month’s Photos — Whariti Peak & Alexandra Rd &  Silverstream from Leon 
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Clubsport Champs Blenheim 2010 – Al Groves (Albaru)  
Sunday 21st  (2 weeks prior) 
I’d just previously replaced 2 engine mounts, and also the ‘engine-steady’ and body 
bushes, and thought that everything would be perfect. Took the car up the road for a 
test drive and heard a brand new noise when I changed gear – ‘clack-clack’. Consulted 
Mr Webster and he explained there would be a gearbox engine mount. He showed me 
on another charade where it should be – between gearbox and LH guard but when I 
looked it wasn’t there. I took out the battery and battery tray and found that the battery 
tray bolts down onto the hidden mount. The mount had completely pulled away and was 
floating 25mm backwards of where it should be.  
I had some Sikaflex 221 which I’d already bodged up the driver’s side mount so I filled 
this one up too. It was supposed to take 1 day per 2mm to set. This was 40mm deep so 
need 10 days to set. I put it in 4 days later so that I could practise the motorkhana tests 
at Silverstream on Sunday 28th. 
Thursday  
Took off the day for preparation. Got the ladder out to finish off painting the roof and 
climbed up but it was too windy and 2 sides of the house have 2 story falls onto 
concrete so didn’t do that. Cleaned the car instead and loaded it. Cleaned the other car 
as well. Had a very kind offer from Dick Butters to borrow a set of rally tyres for the 
gravel hill climb. Took them and my 6x Neil’s Wheels grass tyres. 
Friday 
Met up with Graham and Neil at the ferry. Some very nice old pre-war motorbikes were 
waiting to cross. There was some sort of motorbike rally in Blenheim on the same 
weekend. Stood in a nice hot sun and soaked it up waiting for the ferry loading. 
Dropped gear off at the motorcamp and pitched tents prior to going to scrutineering. The 
motorcamp is at the Northern end of BLN and located underneath the bridge on SH1 as 



you come into the town. BLN is much larger than I remember last time I saw it some 20 
years ago and it’s looking good. 
Scrutineering was at a WOF place in BLN owned by a car club member (Neil Webb). 
There were 2 queues which were both thorough and fast. Thought I’d try out the brake-
o-meter on the way out and got stuck on it. Was embarrassing. Had to ask someone 
how to extract car from the machine. Went to a nearby pub for a meal. We all had good 
food and company of course and some alcohol. 
Saturday 
Travelled 30 minutes west past Renwick to Waituna somewhere on the way to the Rye 
Valley. Sign on road said ‘BLN Motorcycle Club’ so we knew that was us. The car club 
had a 30 acre paddock set up with 6 tests. It rained pretty much all day so was wet but 
also 20 degrees and warm. Pretty relaxed briefing but there was the odd ‘clarification of 
rules’ from competitors that I couldn’t see why they asked the question, only to find out 
by the end of the day that they were smart questions to ask and could make quite a 
difference to results, if you interpreted them 1 way or the other. Anyway I was just there 
to have a go and the rules were just the rules and same for everyone.  
Motorkhana was first up. They broke us up into 6 groups and did each course twice 
then rotate around. Our group got told off for ‘causing confusion’ by rotating to the next 
course before all the groups had finished as we were supposed to ‘rotate in unison’. 
Hung our heads in true contrition – something you learn to do over time - and carried on 
enjoying our day. The people in my group were mainly local and we all got on very well 
and talked a lot, which seems to happen, doesn’t it? 
The clarification question was asked was whether we would do each course twice or 
once then rotate and then do it for the 2nd time. Turns out that the combination of rain, 
cars, soil make the courses slipperier as the day went on and the later runners were 
slower. Turned out to be an astute question and would have evened out the times. For 
organisational reasons, we did each run twice then rotated. That’s what I would have 
done had I run it. Much easier, and quicker overall. 
The first course I did was S-Slalom. I did tidy runs and all was good. Watched other 
guys slide out, fishtail, handbrake turn- great to watch but momentum slowed their 
times. The tomato was slow steady and uneventful. Just reviewing the results in detail 
now and turns out I got the best time for this course. Partly due to being 1st up. Partly 
due to being tidy. Watched Graham’s driving across the paddock and it was fully 
aggressive and in control as only he can do and just great to watch. Also saw Neil and 
as usual he made his little sparrow turn on its own length. Very economical driving. 
4 of the other 5 courses were uneventful but the 5th deserves some comment and 
provided me with another lesson. It was Glove where you go up and do a 180 back into 
a chute. I’d seen one of the Walbrans’ (who have a Sprite Midget – and are 
acknowledged motorkhana champions) drive up parallel to the chute and do a 180 on 
the Midget’s own axis into the chute. Well of course I had to try it even if I’d never 
actually done it quite like that before. Unfortunately I ran over 2 cones during the 
overshoot. On the rerun I just drove around the course wide without handbrake turns 
just to register a time and ended up getting a reasonable time. The time turned out to be 
good but could have been better. The moral of the story is don’t copy a completely 
dissimilar type car. 
At the end of the motorkhana Neil won by a large margin. Walbran Snr was 2nd and I 
was 3rd by 0.06 of a point. That was a great result for me and no point dwelling on 
might-have-beens. Brain fade is part of the game that I play well. Graham got 9th which 
was good for the Pulsar. 
The autocross was held in the same paddock. It appeared wide open but many turns 
were off-camber which caused some trouble to heavier 4wds thanks to slippery 
conditions. The 1st 2 rounds were run in showers and the last run was in a drying 
situation. Luckily for me, but not for Neil or Graham, I was in the last group. I knew it 
was a do or die situation so used full-throttle a lot – and depended on the car’s natural 
oversteer to do a little dance around the cones. Unfortunately just as I was lining up a 
bendy corner to fly through the finish line I slid into a cone. That cone dropped me to 6th 
overall which I am very happy with in the tomato because every other car bar one 
sparrow had more power. If I had missed the cone I would’ve been 3rd but that’s also a 



might-have-been. Would like 50% more power now but wouldn’t we all? Will settle for 
fixing the engine mounts. The driver’s side mount has pulled itself to pieces sometime 
over the weekend and I have to suspect the gearbox mount is probably similarly broken 
since I repaired both of them. Will find a professional mount repairer this time. Anyway, 
Graham got 20th and Neil got 8th. The weather slowed Graham down heaps so he 
couldn’t use his power, and Neil didn’t have power but he had lightness which worked 
better in the conditions. 
Sunday 
We went 45mins south to Seddon and out to the coast to a huge Yeoland’s wine estate 
which had grapes in as many valleys as you could see. The gravel hillclimb was 1.6km 
with ½ the run on the flat and the other ½ up a hill. The run on the flat was a little 
undulating which went into a RH hairpin with a badly scoured out inside corner leading 
into the hill portion. The hill bit had tighter corners finishing in a very tight LH hairpin at 
the highest point with the largest drop leading into the finish. No-one fell off. This was 
the first gravel hillclimb I had done and was the reason I hadn’t brought down the STI – 
the reasons being survival of the car (sometimes it goes too fast for me) and survival of 
the paintwork. Graham and Neil gave me instructions on left foot braking so I tried it 
going down the hill to the start then up the hill again for the tiki tour. It worked so well 
that I used it all day – on the flat portion and going up the hill. Consequently I lost a little 
momentum but subsequently I didn’t fall off. The only thing I did scary wrong was to go 
into the last uphill corner way too fast and do a major cross-up getting around. Apart 
from that it was just full-participation into and out of each corner surviving to the next 
one. Left foot braking really held the tail in line and stopped it stepping out and passing 
the front. My times improved and I ending 19th which I was pleased with due to 
inexperience and low power. Graham did very well and used his full-commitment style 
to get 10th. He wasn’t that happy with his times but we all suspect that because this is a 
short fast hillclimb, you need to have done extra runs to get used to it. Graham (and Neil 
and I) had done it blind for the first time. Neil over-drove the sparrow and finished in 18th 
place. It was his first gravel sprint since 2003, and his experience showed in how well 
he did. However for the last run, in the middle of the flat, he got the biggest tank-slapper 
that I have seen and it was a surprise to me that he recovered as the slapping was so 
severe and the car’s wheelbase was so short.  
Prize-giving was enjoyable and everybody got a prize. The local businesses and car 
club members provided sponsored products and trophies. Each of us got a certificate of 
attendance which had an individual photo of us glued to it. Bid will laminate mine, and I 
will keep it for posterity. 
Monday 
We had a pleasant ferry ride home and went our separate ways. I unpacked the car and 
crashed on the lazyboy for the rest of the day. 
Tuesday 
Also had the day off so watched a James Bond movie I’d taped on Saturday night 
before I got up. Went up on the roof and finished painting it. Watched Star Trek over 
lunch then washed the car and wheels with the water blaster. Put it up on axle stands 
and cleaned a huge amount of mud off from the underneath. Put its wheels on and 
parked it up under its tree. 
Results 
Overall, Neil came 3rd, I came 6th and Graham came 12th. Our team, HCCC, got 2nd 
getting 795.01 points – only 000.85 points behind the eventual winners who were the 
local Blenheim A team.  

 



 

 
 

ROAD, RACE AND RALLY TYRES 
 

KUMHO TYRES           FIRESTONE TYRES 
 

RETREADS                       SHERPA RETREADS IN STOCK 
2nd HAND RALLY TYRES FROM $25 

Fitting & Balancing Service available 
 

Discount for Club Members 
 

Ph Neil 027 248 3979 (bus.)  04 526 7510 (hm) 
 

A DIVISION OF RAPTURE LTD 

 
 
 
 
Brian invited his mother over for dinner. During the course of the meal, Brian's mother 
could not help but notice how beautiful Brian's roommate, Jennifer, was. Brian's Mum 
had long been suspicious of the platonic relationship between Brian and Jennifer, and 
this had only made her more curious. 
 
Over the course of the evening, while watching the two interact, she started to wonder if 
there was more between Brian and Jennifer than met the eye. 
 
Reading his mom's thoughts, Brian volunteered, 'I know what you must be thinking, but I 
assure you Jennifer and I are just roommates. " 
 
About a week later, Jennifer came to Brian saying, 'Ever since your mother came to 
dinner, I've been unable to find the beautiful silver gravy ladle. You do not suppose she 
took it, do you? " 
 
Brian said, 'Well, I doubt it, but I'll send her an e-mail just to be sure. So he sat down 
and wrote: 

Dear Mum, 
I'm not saying that you 'did' take the gravy ladle from the house, I'm not saying 
that you 'did not' take the gravy ladle. But the fact remains that one has been 
missing ever since you were here for dinner. 
Love, Brian 
 

Several days later, Brian received an email back from his mother that read: 
Dear Son, 
I'm not saying that you 'do' sleep with Jennifer, I'm not saying that you 'do not' 
sleep with Jennifer. But the fact remains that if Jennifer is sleeping in her own 
bed, she would have found the gravy ladle by now. 
Love, Mum 



Wanganui Car Club – coming events:  
Alan Austin and I have been appointed publicity officers for the Wanganui Car Club. 
Below are the events for this year.  We will have a website up and running soon which 
will have contacts, regs, entries, etc. 
  
April 25th (Sunday)- Pukerimu Road -sealed hillclimb  
 
August 1st (Sunday) - Okoia Road  -  sealed hillclimb; andy.screenprint@clear.net.nz 
 
Sep 18 (Sunday)- Mini Pikes(Rangitautau East Road) -6K gravel 
hillclimb; wanganuiexhaust@xtra.co.nz 
 
Nov 27 (Saturday) - Western Line - sealed bent sprint; andy.screenprint@clear.net.nz 
Nov 28 (Sunday) - Brunswick Road - sealed hillclimb; andy.screenprint@clear.net.nz 
Steve Shotter / Alan Austin 
Publicity Officers 
Wanganui Car Club 
 

 
 
 
 
 

For all your Electrical Installation, 
Maintenance & Service needs. 

Residential, Commercial & Industrial 
 

Ph Neil 027 248 3979 (bus.)  Or 04 526 7510 (hm) 
 

Special: Cable Ties 200mm long (red only) $2.75 incl GST for 50 or $5.00 for 100. 
Great for tidying up your wiring loom 
 
A bloke goes to the local council to apply for a job in the office. 
The interviewer asks him, "Are you allergic to anything?" 

He replies, "Yes, caffeine." 
"Have you ever worked for the public service before?"  

"Yes, I was in the army." he says, "I was in Iraq for two tours." 
The interviewer says, "That will give you 5 extra points toward employment." 

Then he asks, "Are you disabled in any way?" 
The guy says, "Yes. A mine exploded near me when I was there and  
I lost both of my testicles". 

The interviewer grimaces and then says, "O.K. You've got enough points for me to take 
you on right away.Our normal hours are from 8.00am  to 4.00pm......but you can start 
tomorrow at 10.00am - and carry on starting at 10.00am every day." 

The bloke is puzzled and asks, "If the work hours are from 8.00am to 4.00pm, 
why don't you want me here until 10.00am? I'm not looking for any special 
treatment y'know" 

"What you have to understand is that this is a council job," the interviewer says, "For the 
first two hours, we just stand around drinking coffee and scratching our b----s. 

There's no point in you coming in for that." 



Wellington Motorsport Association Calendar 2010 
Contact the HCCC convenors if you want to find out more about an event (like regs and entry form) 
 for email updates of the WMSA Calendar contact the secretary wayne.gair@kapiticoast.govt.nz 

Month Date Steward Event Type Club Venue Status 
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 Abbreviations:  Stewards:  Organising Club: 

KN Kim Naylor Autocross Series AW Alan Wright HC Harbour Capital 
DM Duncan MacKenzie Sealed Sprint Series BS Barry Swanerton HV Hutt Valley 
ST Stewards Trophy Motorkhana Series GG Gordon Gandy W Wairarapa 
VB Vesta Battery round of ST Series GM Gus McMillan K Kapiti 
GS Gravel Sprint Series JR John Rapley WG Wellinfgton 
RS Rally Sprint Series PT Paul Te Punga M MOWOG 
CR Central Region Rally Series SM Stephen Marks T Triumph 
IM The Surgery Intermarque Sprint Series WG Wayne Gair MG MG 

 



 
SEND THIS TO: Harbour Capital Car Club (Inc)  
 P.O. Box 4102 
 Wellington 
 New Zealand 
 
First Name/s  Surname  

Other family 
Members name 

  

   

   

Address: 
Residential 

 
 
 

Postal address (if 
different) 

 
 

Home Phone  Business 
Phone 

 

Mobile    

Email  

Occupation  

Make & Model or car / s 
 

How did you find out about us 
 

My interests are in – (Mark relevant areas) 
 Not much Some Lots 

Speed Events    
Rallies    
Motorkhanas    
Car Trials    
Social Events etc    
I am prepared to help on: - (You may be contacted if help is required 

Trials Motorkhanas Speed Rallies 

Annual Subscription:       Make cheques payable to: Harbour Capital Car Club 
 

Normal Member: $ 35.00 p.a. 
Couples: $ 40.00 p.a. ($5 for each additional family member) 
Student: $ 25.00 p.a. 
 

Amount enclosed: $ 
 
Or Direct Credit into the Bank Account     (Please put your name in the reference) 
BNZ 02 0500 0351392-02  - Harbour Capital Car Club 

www.hccc.org.nz   
 
 
 

 
 

 

 



 


